Schwerpunkt Customer Experience in einer digitalen Umgebung

A Data-Driven
Approach to Improve
the Digital Customer
Journey for SMEs
A Case Study On HAILO
In the current, rapidly changing environment, understanding the
customer journey and continuously improving the customer experience
are key success factors for competing successfully in the online business.
A case study of HAILO, a German-based OEM, shows the impact of a
data-driven approach and derived activities on providing a customised
digital experience in order to be successful in the digital age.
Caroline Heins, Daniela Grumbach, Deniz Herkert, Prof. Dr. Wolfgang H. Schulz
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S

ince early in 2020, the German
government has taken actions
to tackle the COVID-19 pandemic, such as curfews or shutdowns of
local stores, which have significantly
accelerated the transition towards digital and online-based distribution
channels (Hoekstra & Leeflang,
2020). Digital distribution channels
have thus become the most popular
alternative to in-person shopping
(Coppola, 2021). However, not all
players have benefited equally from
this development in their online sales
due to, inter alia, a deficient customer
journey.
Small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) face multiple challenges in their digital transformation to
increase online sales (Adam & Alarifi, 2021; Omar et al., 2020). Processes
and structures that have grown over
decades turn out to be insufficient in
the digital era. To create a real customer experience, suitable, cross-functional concepts as well as a vision
with an agile and digital mindset have to be developed (Holmlund et al.,
2020; Homburg et al., 2017; Fassnacht & Königsfeld, 2015). Crossfunctionality and collaboration between departments are essential since
digital markets are customer-centric
and customer journeys need to be
consistent throughout all relevant
touchpoints of each journey. Actively
managed customer relationships,
from which enterprises derive insights for changing and optimizing
their entire value creation, are clear
competitive advantages (Schellhorn
& Adler, 2015). To create a positive
and compelling experience, the right
data has to be available to analyse
and understand the customer needs
and derive the expected experience
(Zaki, 2019; Earley, 2018; Wedel &
Kannan, 2016).
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Following this rationale, HAILO,
a leading original equipment manufacturer (OEM) in the development,
production and distribution of ladders
and waste collection solutions, is currently implementing a comprehensive
customer-centric approach based
on cross-functional collaboration
through centralised digital leadership
and data management. This case study describes the problems that were
identified, the measures taken and the
lessons learned in the process.

Background on the HAILO
Case Study
HAILO, based in Haiger, Germany,
is classified as a medium-sized enterprise and part of the well-known
“German Mittelstand” operating in
the business-to-business (B2B) and
business-to-consumer (B2C) sectors.
With around 400 employees, the
enterprise is organised in three business units: (i) home & business, (ii)
professional and (iii) built-in technology. In 2019, HAILO started to implement their three-phase digital
strategy to create a centralised online
customer touchpoint (figure 1).
The first phase included the migration to one single domain (hailo.de),
the establishment of a single relaunched website, and the merger of shop
systems as well as databases.
Prior to starting the second phase
of HAILO’s digital strategy, the following transformation problems were
identified:
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• Digital mindset: A consistent digital mindset and common understanding had to be created throughout the
entire organisation. To foster a common understanding and commitment
of employees, a clear and transparent
communication concept without
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Fig. 1: Timeline of HAILO’s Digital Strategy
2019
Digital Phase 1
• Domain-strategy: merging business unit
websites, shop systems, databases
• Additional distribution channels
(incentivisation and reward portals)
• Expansion of SEO services
• Display ads and re-marketing
• Increase in SEA budget

2020
Digital Phase 2
• Launch of a data architecture and a
customer data platform
• Establishment of CRM (newsletter, re -

2021
Digital Phase 3
• Launch of centralised data management
• Management, analytics and tracking
tools

marketing, e-mail marketing, customer

• Centralised B2B login

data management)

• Outbound B2B sales

• Increase in social media channel

• Expansion of new markets

activities and ads

Source: Own illustration.

buzzwords was introduced. The way
forward and key advantages were explained on a business unit level.
• Market disruption: Markets were
and are still changing dramatically,
with retailers introducing their own
brands and products, new domestic
and international manufacturers easily accessing digital markets via marketplaces, and customers buying directly from manufacturers, thus
turning former partners into competitors in some fields by bypassing retailers. This has opened up a whole
new competitive situation between
enterprises with significant pressure
on recommended retail and market
prices in general.
• Data quality: Founded in 1947,
HAILO has gone through different
phases of data processing, collecting
data according to different logics and
in different areas of the enterprise.
However, in the latest era of digital
transformation, with great processing
power, almost endless storage capaci-
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ties, interconnectivity and many
other key drivers, a clear data taxonomy and central data management
have become one of the most valuable
resources for digital growth. These
had yet to be introduced at HAILO.
• Changing environment: Nowadays, customers have access to all
relevant information on products and
services due to digital media. In the
B2C market this is not new, but in the
B2B sector such information has traditionally not been readily available

to buyers; instead, a close and personal relationship was necessary (Pandey et al., 2020). With the opportunities digital channels offer, B2B
customers make informed decisions.
Therefore, HAILO has to maintain
and extend a credible online presence for both B2B and B2C markets
by managing customer relationships
across all channels.
The second phase was adopted to meet
online sales growth targets, e.g., by increasing online visibility, improving

Management Summary
By relaunching its website and implementing a comprehensive data
and analytics set-up, HAILO is better able to understand available
data and customer touchpoints and can therefore improve the
customer experience. The online marketing funnel as a tool for
identifying touchpoints and performing in-depth analyses was
optimised with a consistent data-driven approach and related
activities. This approach helps position HAILO for upcoming challenges by providing new business opportunities and keeps a traditional
brand sustainable in the digital age.
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Fig. 2: Online Marketing Funnel
Awareness
Interest
Consideration
Purchase Intent
Purchase / Lead
Upselling
Repeated
Purchase
Source: Volz & Griepe (2020).

the online customer experience and
conversion rates, and focusing on customer retention. Data management and
the establishment of a centralised customer data platform (CDP) turned out
to be the major enablers of relevant
acquisition- and conversion-related initiatives such as introducing customer
relationship management (CRM). This
followed the insight that only with a
centralised data management is it possible to maintain data quality and a
structured data life cycle, secure access, maximise the value of data and
ensure that it reaches the right person
at the right time (Wallner, 2019). From
data analyses to artificial intelligencebased developments, HAILO will now
be able to offer customer-oriented innovations and services.
The third phase is currently ongoing, partly driven by fast improvements during the COVID-19 pandemic.
HAILO aims to roll out the current setup outside Germany and Austria as
well as develop new business opportunities enabled by the new data-driven
approach.
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Key Pillars of the HAILO
Customer Journey
Enterprises, and especially SMEs, are
facing human and financial resource
constraints (Adam & Alarifi, 2021).
Hence, transformation processes are
often carried out in small but rather
quick steps. These activities require
the participation of a multitude of people, experts, strategists, and managers
to develop customer-centric solutions
(Roubelat, 2000).
Therefore, HAILO established the
HAILO Digital Unit (HDU), a specialised team, as a central division with
the goal to generate online sales growth
and to create new business opportunities. The team members were carefully
selected and comprise internal and external colleagues who combine internal
network and long-term experience at
HAILO with digital and marketing experience. Following an agile approach,
the HDU divided the strategy into
three phases, which ensures the quick
adoption of learnings generated from
the collected data. The three phases

and their concomitant milestones also
allow for more frequent internal communication on success stories, which is
part of the digital mindset and its transparent communication strategy.
Throughout the strategy development process, a major concern of the
HDU was to optimise the relevant steps
of the online marketing funnel (figure
2) by identifying touchpoints and performing in-depth analyses on how customers can best continue their journey
with HAILO to avoid churn.
Some of the questions asked by the
HDU at each stage of the customer
journey are described below:
1. Awareness: How do we involve
users at an early stage? What type of
content are people interested in during
an early stage? How do we increase
search engine optimisation (SEO) visibility for informational searches via
search engines? How do we target relevant audiences that might not consider
us yet via social media and display ads?
2. Interest: How do we keep users involved through customised retargeting
campaigns? How do we move users to
the next funnel stage by providing relevant and convincing content?
3. Consideration: How do we make
users understand our unique selling
proposition and convince them to decide in our favour without confusing
them with too much information? What
is the optimum frequency cap for our
retargeting campaigns? What is the
best transactional SEO approach during the middle stages of the funnel?
4. Purchase intent: What types of
pay-per-click campaigns do we need to
target as many people as possible that
are currently considering our products?
Do we need recommendation tools or
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chatbots to help clients make better decisions or answer remaining questions?

Fig. 3: Website Relaunch Combining
all Three Business Units

5. Purchase/Lead: How should the perfect check-out for our customers be designed? What are the transactional customer needs that we face (e.g. what types
of payments and invoices do they require)? How do we reduce checkout abandonment rates and how do we regain
customers who dropped out of the process via intelligent e-mail marketing?
6. Upselling: What can we learn from
our customers’ purchasing behaviour
and history? Are there upselling opportunities within or between certain
product categories or business units?
How do we get in touch with our customers for upselling purposes without
annoying them?
7. Repeated purchase: In which time
intervals do customers check out with a
second or third cart? Are there certain
patterns that we can use to predict
purchases and therefore run predictive email marketing campaigns? What are the
main behavioural cohorts that have an
above-average retention rate? How can
we better target these behavioural cohorts to increase customer lifetime value?
In response to the upcoming Google
update (Kleinz, 2021) that will put an
end to tracking individual users,
HAILO has already taken measures to
focus on behavioural cohorts instead of
individual users. This will be performed by defining a set of events that can
generate a clear picture of the aggregated user behaviour using the analytics
tool Amplitude. These cohorts can be
targeted on a behavioural basis instead
of users’ personal attributes. By focusing on behaviour instead of attributes,
HAILO takes its online marketing activities one step closer to the customer
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Source: HAILO (2021).

needs, thereby further optimizing the
online marketing funnel.

Key Initiatives since 2019
In the course of its digital strategy,
HAILO implemented a variety of initiatives during the past 2.5 years, which
are selectively described below:
• One brand – one website: Merging
the different websites into a TYPO3
(primarily for content management)
and Shopware (primarily for e-commerce) setup increased usability, improved the customer experience and
strengthened their brand through
higher visibility in search engines
(figure 3). Following Kreutzer
(2021), the corporate website is now
the nucleus of the enterprise’s entire
online communication and is also
frequently integrated into multi- and
omni-channel communication campaigns. The same applies to the online shop, which is the key driver for

activating the maximum potential
for e-commerce (Kreutzer, 2021).
• Centralised B2B login: In B2B relations it is common for customers to
receive customer-specific prices
based on pre-defined conditions or
based on the seller’s pricing strategies
for certain customer types. HAILO
has set up a login area for commercial
customers which will display customer conditions and will go live in
mid-2021. In 2022, the set-up will be
extended to all business units to create a cross-functional customer experience and collect more insights on
customer behaviour.
• Centralised data management: In
e-commerce, data management, especially quality management of product
and customer data, and data analyses,
especially of marketing data generated from user behaviour, are key success factors (Wedel & Kannan, 2016).
A data-driven strategy generated from
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Fig. 4: New Data and Software Architecture of HAILO
HAILO‘s website
Typo3

Shopware

media data
(digital assets)

PIM
PimCore

customer behaviour
data

product data

media data
(digital assets)

CDP
Segment

CRM
Hubspot

ERP
product data

customer data

customer data

Tableau :
business intelligence for business
KPI‘s

product data
customer data
customer behaviour data

Amplitude :
customer behaviour analysis incl.
machine learning algorithm

customer behaviour data

Google Analytics :
customer behaviour analysis
focussing on ads

customer behaviour data

Doorboost:

customer behaviour analysis for
re-targeting of campaigns

Customer Behaviour
customer behaviour data
Data

customer
behaviour data

Source: Own illustration.

comprehensive mapping, starting
with a data dump from various systems and based on a clear data taxonomy, is indispensable for growing a
profitable digital business for HAILO.
The strategy’s main goal is to generate
insights from the collected data so that
all activities can be managed more
effectively and efficiently to create
high quality output, e.g. better product
recommendations, and provide value

to the customers (figure 4). In order to
better understand customer needs,
HAILO particularly focusses on the
CDP approach, which acts as a centralised clearinghouse and repository for
data from various external and internal systems (Earley, 2018). HAILO
analysed clickstream data, for example, in order to understand the customer
journey even better. Based on insights
generated from data, a detailed custo-

Main Propositions
1. By conducting a data-driven approach, HAILO establishes innovative drivers to create new business opportunities.
2. Setting up a centralised data management allows to generate
insights from the collected data.
3. A better understanding of customer needs leads to an increase in
sales and corporate development and brand awareness.
4. Although the required investments and internal resources were
VLJQLƖFDQWWKHUHWXUQLVSRVLWLYHDQGDERYHH[SHFWDWLRQV
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mer understanding is developed by the
HDU to define HAILO’s upcoming
marketing activities. The challenges
within this data-driven approach are
the velocity of commerce, the number
of variables that need to be interpreted
and the granularity of responsiveness
to customer needs (Holmlund et al.,
2020; Earley, 2018). Every technology
and tool in the digital ecosystem produces data streams that need to be
analysed and interpreted. In this context, key challenges are (i) identifying
which data is important, (ii) understanding what it reveals, and (iii) determining what to do with it. The
HDU constantly challenges the status
quo to keep focused on the purpose of
collecting and analysing data which
might change over time (Holmlund et
al., 2020; Earley, 2018).
• Funnel optimisation: The most relevant activities to optimise various
touchpoints throughout the online
marketing funnel were performed in a
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multi-stage process. It should be emphasised that a consistent data-driven
approach was used. The activities
were carried out on the basis of data
analyses and constantly optimised:
– SEO: HAILO conducted a comprehensive keyword research and derived a demand-focused information architecture for the website,
also including early-stage funnel
topics, e.g. recommendations on
building treehouses or recycling
topics. This task was not performed
by marketing specialists but rather
by data and architecture experts
that designed a structure for longterm SEO performance. The investment doubled online visibility
within the first two months following the relaunch, which led to a
significant increase in website traffic and online shop sales.
– Pay-per-click (PPC) campaign
optimisation: For every stage of
the funnel, the HDU implemented
a standardised approach of continuous campaign optimisation
through A/B testing (e.g. variations
in ad creatives, page content, user
experience) rather than continuous
campaign planning with constantly
more campaign concepts as is usual in the offline world. This approach led to a significant increase
in return on advertising spend from
around 200 percent to around 500
percent and in limited cases even to
1,100 percent within the first six
months after the campaigns were
recalibrated. This means that the
campaigns are more aligned to the
relevant customer journeys since
customers are now clicking on ads
at a lower price, follow through the
entire funnel at lower costs, and
have a higher check-out value.
HAILO PPC campaigns are multichannel campaigns ranging from
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Lessons Learned
1. Enable the organisation to
leave old paths and break
new ground by exploring
new approaches.
2. A consistent digital
mindset and common
understanding have to be
created throughout the
entire organisation.
3. Implementing a centralised
data management system
for B2B and B2C customers
needs to be considered
carefully as users are
treated differently.
4. Clear data taxonomy and
central data management
are two of the most
valuable resources for
digital growth.
5. Challenges within this
data-driven approach are:
(i) identifying which data is
important, (ii) understanding what it reveals, and
(iii) determining what to
do with it.

paid social media content using
Facebook and Instagram to search
engine advertising (SEA) and
Google display ads.
– Organic social boosts and influencer collaboration: The use of
social media leads to increased
web traffic (Dolega et al., 2021)
and is consequently identified as an
additional customer touchpoint.
HAILO uses Facebook, Instagram
and LinkedIn as social media platforms for different target groups.
In addition to the PPC campaigns,
organic social postings to the news

feed are boosted to keep the relevant aud iences awa re of t he
HAILO storylines and create an
early-stage interaction. By using
this approach, HAILO could increase its social media reach year-onyear from 150,000 unique users in
2019 to 2,100,000 unique users in
2021 (1,400 percent) with ad impressions increasing from 190,000
to 7,800,000 (4,100 percent) in the
same period. In addition, HAILO
recently started a collaboration
with an influencer broker who
identifies relevant influencers even
with small communities to increase conversion rates by reaching out
to more relevant audiences.
– E-mail marketing and marketing
automation: By analysing customer interactions and key conversion
events, the HDU could identify relevant content and important touchpoints throughout the entire customer journey. Based on the conducted
analyses, the HDU set up different
e-ma i l ma rket i ng ca mpa ig n s
tailored to the different journeys, as
well as marketing automations
based on pre-defined trigger events
at certain touchpoints. Since this
part of the optimisation process has
started only recently, no reliable results can be presented yet. It can,
however, be stated that this has already led to a more efficient use of
internal resources.
• Outbound B2B sales: Since B2B direct sales has been identified as a distribution channel with significant
potential, customer data had to be
collected for some customer segments
first. This was done by a website optin, a lead campaign, and a GDPRcompliant data collection approach.
The newly added data was checked
regarding duplicates and GDPR com-
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pliance. Moreover, a required blacklisting approach was implemented.
Outbound campaigns were drafted
and implemented into the CRM and
the outbound B2B sales campaign
was started. The campaign started in
May 2021 and is still ongoing.

Key Takeaways and Outlook
HAILO has taken a data-driven and
cross-functional approach to its entire
digital marketing. Although required
investments and internal resources were
significant, the return is positive and
above expectations. The online revenue
increased by 161 percent from 2019 to
2020. Financial results for the first
quarter of 2021 reflect further growth.
Overall, HAILO’s data-driven marketing puts data taxonomy, data quality,
and centralised data management first
and makes decision-making and marketing optimisation measurable and objective. The data-driven approach overcomes t he limitat ions imposed by
fragmented point solutions and presents
a holistic approach to customer interactions. HAILO truly puts customers first,
provides an appealing customer experience and focuses on customer behaviour
based on aggregate and comprehensive
data rather than personal observations.
This approach generates valuable insights which might have a knock-on
effect on all other initiatives, and –
based on current reporting – will most
likely pay off via revenue and profit
migration in the future as well.
The COVID-19 pandemic can be
seen as an additional driver for increased attention on digital channels. However, this was not the main driver for
HAILO’s growth in this distribution
channel. The key success factor was the
development of a centralised digital leadership and data management concept
with all the activities described above.
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Digital markets also have boundaries, and the more enterprises optimise their activities, the more complex and difficult competition becomes. Once a new equilibrium is
reached, a competitive edge can primarily be generated through insights
or digital relations that are not available to competitors. This transformati-

on requires a new mindset, new structures, and new processes, which is
especially challenging for SMEs that
were founded in a primarily non-digital age. From this perspective and to a
certain extent, introducing a centralised data management process becomes an enterprise-wide change management process.
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